Here we construct approximate analytical forms for the metric coefficients and fields representing the scalarized Einstein-Maxwell black holes with various couplings of the scalar field, once the parameters of the system are fixed. By increasing approximation order, one can obtain the analytic representation with any desired accuracy, what was tested via calculations of shadows for these black holes by using approximate analytical and accurate numerical metric functions. We share the Mathematica R code [1] which allows one to find an appropriate analytical form of the metric for any couplings and values of parameters. Scalarization increases the radius of the black-hole shadow for all the considered coupling functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Black holes in General Relativity possess a remarkable property: they can be fully described by only a few parameters, such as mass, angular momentum, and electric charge. Absence of other charges, for example, scalar ones, is guaranteed by the so-called no-hair theorem [2, 3] (see e. g. [4] for review). A qualitatively different situation occurs when the scalar field is nonminimally coupled either to the gravitational sector with higher curvature corrections [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] or to the electromagnetic field [10] [11] [12] [13] . In these cases in some range of parameters of the system, the black hole acquires a scalar hair [14] , which was called spontaneous scalarization. At the same time the above scalarized black-hole solutions are asymptotically flat and represent alternative models for black holes. Current experiments in the electromagnetic [15] [16] [17] and gravitational [18, 19] spectra do not allow one to determine the black-hole geometry with sufficient accuracy in order to single out the Einstein theory of gravity. Therefore, a broad parametric freedom remains for alternative theories [20, 21] , making the scalarized black holes interesting candidates for testing the no-hair theorem.
Four dimensional black-hole metrics with scalarization have been obtained only numerically, what seriously constrains the variety of tools which can be applied to study these solutions. In absence of an exact analytical solution, the analytical approximation for a metric with the controlled accuracy can remedy the situation. A general approach based on a convergent procedure for finding such an analytical approximation was suggested in [22] for spherical symmetry and further extended in [23] for * konoplya_roma@yahoo.com † olexandr.zhydenko@ufabc.edu.br arbitrary axially symmetric black holes. The approach for spherical spacetimes is based on the continued fraction expansion of the metric near the event horizon in terms of a compact coordinate and matching this expansion with the post-Newtonian expansion in the far region. It was shown that the parametrization, for both spherical and axial spacetimes, usually converges quickly [24] . As a rule, a few orders of expansion are sufficient for getting reasonable approximations for the metrics, so that one can compute various physical effects (quasinormal modes, particle motion, Hawking radiation, accretion etc. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] ) in the black-hole background with negligible error due to the replacement of an accurate numerical blackhole solution by an approximate analytical one. Here we will construct an analytical approximation for spherically symmetric black holes in the EinsteinMaxwell theory endowed with a scalar field which is nonminimally coupled to the electromagnetic one. Various couplings of the scalar field are considered here and once the coupling and the physical parameters of the black hole are chosen, the analytical approximation for the metric and scalar and electromagnetic fields can be constructed. In order to understand how well the analytical metric at a given order of the expansion approximates the accurate numerical solution we calculate radii of shadows for numerical and analytical black-hole metrics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we give the basic information on the Einstein-Maxwell-scalar black holes at various couplings. Sec. III describes the numerical solution and range of parameters for the black holes. Sec. IV is devoted to application of the general parametrization [22] to the case of the Einstein-Maxwellscalar black holes. In Sec. V we calculate the radii of shadows for the parametrized black holes and, via comparison with those for accurate numerical solutions, make conclusions on the accuracy of our analytical form at various orders of the continued fraction expansion. Finally, in Sec. VI we summarize the obtained results and discuss some open questions.
II. EINSTEIN-MAXWELL-SCALAR MODEL
We consider spherically symmetric black holes which appear in a family of Einstein-Maxwell-scalar models, described by the action
where F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the Maxwell tensor and g is the determinant of the metric tensor g µν . The electric field is described by the potential
and the metric tensor is given by the line element
The line element of a unit sphere is defines as
By substituting this ansatz for the metric tensor and electric field into the field equations one can see that the functions N (r), δ(r), φ(r), and V (r) satisfy [12] 
where Q is a constant of integration corresponding to the electric charge. We assume that the asymptotic is Minkowskian and the time is measured by the coordinate t, so that,
We also suppose that
If f ′ (0) = 0, equations (4) have the nonscalarized Reissner-Nordström solution for δ = φ = 0,
Thus, without loss of generality, in order to identify the arbitrary constant Q with the electric charge, we assume that f (0) = 1.
Further we shall consider only those solutions of Eq. (4), for which the scalar field is positive-definite (φ > 0) everywhere.
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Hence, for simplicity, we also assume that the ad hoc function f (φ) is monotonously growing for all allowed positive values of φ < φ max . This assumption automatically satisfies the constrains coming from the Bekenstein-type identities which were discussed in [12] . The above conditions are satisfied for all the coupling types considered in [12] , which are 1) an exponential coupling, f (φ) = e −αφ 2 , first considered in this context in [11] ;
2) a hyperbolic cosine coupling,
In addition, we can consider other coupling types, satisfying the same condition:
Now we are in a position to consider the numerical solutions representing scalarized black holes for the above couplings of a scalar field.
III. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR A SCALARIZED BLACK HOLE
Following [11] , we search for the numerical black-hole solution of the equations (4) allowing for the scalar hair, i. e. we assume that at the event horizon is located at r 0 , so that N (r 0 ) = 0, and consider φ(r 0 ) = P 0 > 0. From (4b) and (4a) we find that
being nonpositive, since f (φ) > 0 is monotonously growing and the Hawking temperature at the horizon
With these initial conditions at the horizon we search for the solutions of (4a) and (4b), for which φ > 0 for any r 0 ≤ r < ∞ and φ = 0 at spatial infinity. Using the shooting method [32] , we determine the corresponding charge Q in the interval
Once the parameters P 0 and Q are fixed, we can solve the remaining equations (4c) and (4d) numerically. Since the solutions of (4c) and (4d) for δ(r) and V (r) differ by an arbitrary constant, we do not need to shoot for the parameters δ 0 = δ(r 0 ) and V 0 = V (r 0 ) in order to satisfy the asymptotic conditions (5) . For simplicity of the algorithm, we find numerically the shifted functions,
which are equal to zero at the event horizon. In order to solve the differential equations we rewrite (4) in terms of the compact coordinate
substitute the two equivalent first-order equations instead of (4b) and use the LSODA method [33] implemented in Wolfram R Mathematica for solving the equations in the interval x 0 ≤ x ≤ x 1 . The initial conditions are imposed at x = x 0 > 0 using a Maclaurin series expansion up to the sixth order for the functions N (x), φ(x), δ(x), and V (x), and the point x 0 ≪ 1 is chosen in order to match the desired numerical precision. The final point x 1 1 is fixed by the standard stiffness detection of the Mathematica R NDSolve function. In order to determine the asymptotic parameters, we compare the numerical solution with the asymptotic expansion
The parameters satisfy the following relation [11] ,
We have checked that (12) is satisfied with good accuracy for the numerically calculated parameters. It turns out though, that, for given numerical precision, this relation provides a better accuracy for the asymptotic mass than a numerical extrapolation of N ′ (x) at x → 1. That is why we use (12) to calculate the black-hole mass M .
IV. ANALYTIC REPRESENTATION
Following [22] , we represent the black-hole metric as,
where the functions A(x) and B(x)
are finite everywhere for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and represented as
whereÃ(x) andB(x) are given in terms of the continued fractions, in order to describe the metric near the event horizon x = 0:Ã
The coefficients a 0 , b 0 , and ǫ are fixed by comparing asymptotic expansions (11) and (14) as follows
In a similar manner we introduce the analytic representation for the fields φ(x) and V (x),
where p 0 and v 0 are fixed by comparison with (11c) and (11d), respectively, as 
Expanding (14), (17), and (18) near the event horizon (x = 0) and substituting into (4) we calculate numerically the other coefficients a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . ., b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , . . ., p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , . . ., v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , . . . up to any given order. In particular,
Since we use (12) to calculate the black hole mass, the following relation holds
= 4v
The hierarchy of the near-horizon coefficients introduced through the continued fractions (15) and (20) implies that for finite floating point size of mantissa we are able to calculate finite number of the meaningful coefficients. However, by increasing the numerical precision one can find as many coefficients as needed. We have used the R Mathematica's powerful arbitrary precision arithmetics and built-in precision control for the calculation of the coefficients.
On Fig. 1 we show convergence of the above procedure. By increasing order of the continued fraction we are able to approximate all the functions as good as necessary. One should note that the approximations of certain orders are not always possible to obtain in a consistent manner by setting the higher-order term equal to zero. The reason is that the truncated continued fraction can have singular points outside the horizon (see discussion in Sec. IV of [23] ). For simplicity, we do not consider approximations of such problematic orders and generate the approximated functions of the lower orders instead. That is why on Fig. 1 we see that the approximated function for the scalar field at the third order coincides with the one at the second order. The higher-order approximations amend the problem and the sequence of approximations converges.
The Mathematica R package with a numerical code for the calculation of the coefficients and analytic representations for all the functions, (14) , (17) and (18), and a sample notebook "SBHDemo.nb" can be found in [1] . In the appendix, as examples, we write down the values of the coefficients of the parametrization for a few fixed couplings and values of physical parameters of the black hole.
V. SHADOWS
In order to find out how the found approximation is good, one needs to compare some observable, gauge invariant quantity obtained for the approximate and numerical metrics. Such a simple and meaningful quantity is the radius of the black-hole shadow [34] [35] [36] [37] , which has recently been studied in a number of works (see e. g. and references therein). For the spherically symmetric black hole (13) the shadow radius, visible by a remote observer, is
where
and r p is the coordinate of the circular photon orbit, satisfying,
or, equivalently,
Hence, the shadow radius is given by the minimal value of the function h(r),
The minimum of h(r) can be easily calculated numerically once we have an analytical approximation for the function A(x) in the form of a rational functions. Since h 2 (r) is a rational function of r, the corresponding minimum is the smallest real, larger than r 0 , root of some polynomial. First, we compare the result of numerical minimizing of the function (25) obtained from the numerical integration with the one obtained using analytical approximations of various orders. On Fig. 2 we see that convergence is fast for any charge of the scalarized black hole. We notice that, for the particular problem, one can find the accurate value of the shadow size using numerical solution only by minimizing the function (25) . That is why the shadow size is a good test for convergence of our method. However, the numerical solution is not useful for the tasks, which require higher derivatives, such as, for example, calculations of quasinormal modes [60] in the frequency domain. For instance, the WKB quasinormal frequencies reported in [61] proved to be inaccurate because of the enormous numerical error accumulated when taking higher derivatives from the numerically given metric function. On the contrary, the analytical approximation used in [28] led to reliable results for the quasinormal modes. Therefore, our procedure for construction of convergent analytical approximations for the metric functions and fields opens a window for such analyses.
Finally, on Fig. 3 we show the shadow of the ReissnerNordström black hole with the ones of scalarized black holes. We see that scalarization increases visible size of the black hole for all the considered coupling functions. The faster coupling function grows the larger deviation from the Reissner-Nordström black hole is and the smaller charge allows for the scalarized branch to appear.
The Mathematica R notebook with a numerical code for the calculation of shadows "SBHShadows.nb" can be found in [1].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Here we have found analytical approximations for the black hole metric in the Einstein-Maxwell-scalar theory, once the coupling of the scalar field and physical parameters of the system are chosen. In the general case, when none of the parameters are fixed, the fitting of the parametrization to the numerical solution is a time con- 
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suming problem which, in principle, could be solved in the future. The obtained analytical approximations are applied here for calculation of shadows cast by scalarized black holes. It has been found that the scalarization increases the radius of the shadow for every coupling under consideration. The continued fraction expansion, which we used for finding the analytical form of the metric, converges quickly, showing reasonable accuracy already at the second order. We share with readers the Mathematica R codes which makes it possible both to find analytical forms of the approximate metric functions for any desired values of the parameters as well as to calculate radii of shadows for each case. The analytical approximations generated by our method are ready to use for further study of the Einstein-Maxwell-scalar black holes and phenomena in their vicinity, such as particle motion, quasinormal ringing, stability etc. f 
